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Secure, Credential-Protected Data Collection
with CyberArk® and STEALTHbits

Govern, monitor and secure access to unstructured data and Active Directory while ensuring secured
privileged account use via STEALTHbits and CyberArk integration.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
STEALTHbits’ StealthAUDIT® Management Platform provides the broadest, deepest visibility into an
organization’s sensitive data and critical IT infrastructure. With a lightweight footprint and a flexible, open
architecture built for interoperability, StealthAUDIT provides powerful collection, analysis, remediation,
reporting, and governance capabilities that scale in enterprises of any size.
With specific focus on the use of credentials within Active Directory and its connected infrastructure, as well
as the files contained within unstructured data repositories and the systems they reside upon, StealthAUDIT
enables organizations to understand all aspects of data access, permissions, activity, and behavior.
CyberArk Application Identity Manager integrated with StealthAUDIT provides
secure, credential-protected discovery, collection, and data analysis of onpremises and cloud-based systems and applications.
CyberArk Application Identity Manager enables organizations to protect data
residing in business systems by eliminating hard-coded credentials from
application scripts, configuration files and software code. Further, the solution can
be used to store and automatically rotate credentials used by applications to
authenticate to target systems, thereby reducing the risk of unauthorized use.
The CyberArk solution securely stores and manages privileged credentials used by StealthAUDIT to access
an organization’s sensitive IT assets, including Active Directory, File Systems (Windows, NAS, Unix\Linux),
SharePoint, Exchange, Desktop and Server infrastructure, and various other platforms and cloud services.
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Secure credentials and simplify management by centrally storing and rotating StealthAUDIT
privileged account credentials

Identify Threats. Secure Data. Reduce Risk.

www.stealthbits.com

Enable fully automated, credential-protected data collection



Maintain a comprehensive audit trail for compliance initiatives
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ABOUT CYBERARK
CyberArk (NASDAQ: CYBR) is the global leader in privileged account security, a critical layer of IT security
to protect data, infrastructure and assets across the enterprise, in the cloud and throughout the DevOps
pipeline. CyberArk delivers the industry’s most complete solution to reduce risk created by privileged
credentials and secrets. The company is trusted by the world’s leading organizations, including more
than 50 percent of the Fortune 100, to protect against external attackers and malicious insiders. A global
company, CyberArk is headquartered in Petach Tikva, Israel, with U.S. headquarters located in Newton,
Mass. The company also has offices throughout the Americas, EMEA, Asia Pacific and Japan. To learn
more about CyberArk, visit www.cyberark.com, read the CyberArk blogs or follow on Twitter
via @CyberArk, LinkedIn or Facebook.
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